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Background to the research 

DSHS Context 

  As the final stages of switchover approach, getting the 
balance right between ensuring value for money for 
licence fee payers and making sure all customers get the 
same high quality of service remains as important as ever. 
However, this balance becomes even more difficult to 
achieve because as time passes value for money 
increasingly predominates as a consideration. This is 
because Investments in customer service become harder 
to justify as the end of any project approaches; obviously 
fewer customers will benefit as the Scheme runs on, and 
the investment sums look larger against the total amount 
of money already committed to complete the operation. 

  The Scheme nevertheless still has an obligation to deliver 
against all four of the success measures set by the Trust, 
of which value for money is one.   

  Turning therefore to where any investments in customer 
service could conceivably be made, most aspects of the 
Scheme’s operation have been scrutinised, a number on a 
regular basis.  One area, however, is still a concern and 
been subject to some fairly recent management initiatives 
– the priority customer management programme, and the 
multiple failure flag. This area can broadly be described as 
those customers which are “hard to serve”. 

Project Focus 

  Hard to serve customers are those which require a level of 
attention which makes them expensive to service, and 
difficult to satisfy. Crucially – and germane to this review – 
they may be hard to serve either because their 
characteristics make them intrinsically so, or their hard to 
serve condition is imposed upon them through the 
Scheme’s operational approach. 

  Customers may therefore be inherently hard to serve 
because they fall into particular socio-demographic , age, 
or ethnic groups.  As a result they are hard to serve 
irrespective of the best efforts of the Help Scheme 
contractors. 

  On the other hand there may well be customers who have 
no obvious distinguishing features from others but 
nevertheless have had a very difficult customer journey, as 
the operation has in whatever way repeatedly let them 
down. 

  At the moment we simply do not know enough to make a 
judgment about the extent to which the hard to serve fall 
into one or other of these two camps, and this forms the 
basis of the review.  

Introduction 
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Project scope and objectives 

Proposed scope of work 

  To understand the nature of the Hard to Serve group, the Help Scheme has therefore initiated a project to explore in more 
detail the characteristics and experiences of these customers. In initiating this project now, with an expectation that it could 
be completed by the end of May, there would be time enough to introduce improvements to the customer journey for Tyne 
Tees and Northern Ireland, as well as for aftercare in London and Meridian. 

  The proposed work has two distinct but inter-related elements: 

  A programme of customer research 

  A review of operational effectiveness 

Customer Research 

  The purpose of the customer research is to explore the nature of those people who fall into a Hard to Serve category. The 
precise design of the research will be developed with the external agency selected for the work but it will be based on direct 
consultation with customers seen to be Hard to Serve. 

  The outcome will be a view on whether there are types of customer for whom a more difficult customer journey is more 
likely, is therefore predictable, and can therefore be planned for. The research would need to provide evidence of any pre-
disposed group of customers which was sufficiently robust to justify selected investment to form part of any business case. 

This work addresses the customer research brief 

Introduction 
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  The Help Scheme has to ways of flagging ‘Hard to Serve’ customers: 

  In this research we have considered Hard to Serve customers to be those with PCR and/or 
MSF flags, and non-Hard to Serve customers to be those who are unflagged. 

The definition of ‘Hard to Serve’ 

Introduction 

“Hard to serve customers are those who require a level of attention which makes them 
expensive to service, and difficult to satisfy. Crucially, they may be hard to serve either 
because their characteristics make them intrinsically so, or their hard to serve condition is 
imposed upon them through the Help Scheme’s  behaviour.” 

Personal Contact Required (PCR) 
• Flag applied by any member of Help Scheme staff 
at any stage in the journey 
• Based on individual judgement 
• Marks customers who need to be given more time 
and more careful handling 

Multiple Service Failure (MSF) 
• Flag is system generated based on an automatic 
scoring system 
• Customer can be unflagged, flagged Amber for 
more minor issues or Red for more significant 
issues  
• Customers who are MSF red may be referred for 
monitoring  
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Exploring the drivers of ‘hard to serve’ 

What are the characteristics 
of the Hard to Serve group? 
Do they have anything in 
common?  
• Identify potential drivers of need for 

a higher level of service (e.g. 
capacity, intricacy of affairs, access 
needs, extent of personal support 
network, impact of recent life events 
etc.) 

How do Hard to Serve 
customers compare with other 
Eligible People who have used 
the scheme? 

• Are they different demographically? 
Do they over index on any 
characteristics compared to the 
wider EP population (e.g. mental 
health conditions, social isolation, 
problem postcode, particular type of 
equipment...) 

How does their Help Scheme 
journey compare with other 
service interactions? 
• Explore how they manage other 

service interactions and whether 
there is anything different about the 
Help Scheme that drives Hard to 
Serve, or whether they are 
consistently Hard to Serve in other 
areas as well 

In order to understand whether people may be hard to serve because their characteristics 
make them intrinsically so, OR their hard to serve condition is imposed upon them through 

the Scheme’s operational approach we believe need to explore the question from three 
different angles... 

Introduction 
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Our approach 

SCOPING 

1 

REPORTING  

3 

IMMERSION 

2 

Customer research 
to profile 

customers who 
have been flagged 

and explore the 
broader context of 
their situation and 

experience 

A clear perspective 
on the nature of 
the hard to serve 

customer and 
identification of 

any actions which 
might improve the 
service experience 

of this segment 

Exploration of the 
priority customer 

management 
programme and 

multiple flag 
system in order to 
explore the data 

currently available 
as well as the 
perspective of 

those using the 
system 

KICK OFF 

Team alignment, 
agree objectives & 

deliverables 

Introduction 
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We focussed on Meridian A in the primary research 

Activity in the region began after the PCR 
and MSF flags were implemented  

DSO 2 was completed over a six weeks 
before the research took place  

The sample was drawn from customers who made an application between 1 December 2011 
and 31 March 2012 and who were covered by Hannington, Midhurst, Rowridge, Whitehawk 

Hill or associated relay transmitters 

Introduction 
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1) Scoping and staff research 

Methodology:  
Analysis of existing Help Scheme data 
3 x face-to-face two-hour consultation groups 

Carillion 
(Gosforth) 

Email / white mail agents 
Payments 

Business Support 
Service Recovery and 

Complaints 

The Contact Company 
(Birkenhead) 

CSAs and Team Leaders 

AVC  
(Crawley) 

Engineers and Team Leaders 

Introduction 
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2a) Face-to-face customer interviews 

Methodology: 20 x 60-90 minute face-to-face interviews with ‘Hard to Serve’ customers 

Customers who: 
  are covered by Hannington, Midhurst, Rowridge, Whitehawk Hill or associated relay transmitters 
  made an application between 1 December 2011 and 31 March 2012 
  are either flagged as Priority Customers (PC) or Multiple Service Failure (MSF), or both 
  application is fulfilled and installation has taken place 
  have not already taken part in a customer survey 

  Mix of 75+ / claiming disability benefit / blind or partially sighted 
  Mix of customer and nominee 
  Mix of age, gender, income, household composition 
  Mix of Freeview  / Freesat / Smart Talk / other equipment installed 

5 interviews: 
MSF Amber only 

5 interviews: 
MSF Red only 

5 interviews: 
MSF and PCR 

5 interviews: 
PCR only 

Introduction 
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2b) Telephone survey with customers 

Methodology: 229 telephone interviews with customers between 4th and  16th May 2012 

MSF Amber only 
42 

MSF Red only 
43 

MSF and PCR 
40 

PCR only 
43 

Unflagged 
60 

Introduction 

Customers who: 
  are covered by Hannington, Midhurst, Rowridge, Whitehawk Hill or associated relay transmitters 
  made an application between 1 December 2011 and 31 March 2012 
  have not already taken part in a customer survey 

  Mix of customer and nominee 
  Mix of 75+ / claiming disability benefit / blind or partially sighted 
  Sample drawn from customer database and each sub-sample flagged and monitored separately to 

ensure an even spread of interviews 
  Weights have been calculated using volumes from the database to provide a representative summary of 

flagged vs. unflagged and total customers 
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Guidelines to reading the numbers 

Introduction 

Percentages on next slides represent the top 
2 boxes of agreement (unless otherwise 

stated) 

Flagged customers have been benchmarked 
against Unflagged customers 

Flagged customer sub-groups have been 
benchmarked against the Total Flagged 

(weighted) customers 

Flagged 

MSF  
Red 

MSF  
Amber 

MSF &  
PCR 

Unflagged 

PCR 

Numbers highlighted in 
•  Green = index > or = 120 (above average) 

•  Red = index < or = 80 (below average) 

Groups are colour coded: 
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Putting Hard to Serve in 
context 
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The large majority of customers are not Hard to Serve 

  Most journeys are smooth and 
have worked well with customers 
happy:  

Only 12% of customers carry 
either the MSF or PCR flags 

Putting Hard to Serve in context 

Source: The Futures Company analysis of Help Scheme data, Hannington, Midhurst, Rowridge, Whitehawk Hill or 
associated relay transmitters, applications between 1 December 2011 and 31 March 2012  

Unflagged 
88% 

Flagged  
12%  

Red only 
 1% 

Amber only 
9% 

MSF & PCR 
1% 

PCR only 
2% 
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And even within potentially Hard to Serve customers there are 
also high levels of satisfaction and successful switching 

Putting Hard to Serve in context 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

Q7 How did you regard the service you received from the 
Switchover Help Scheme, were you? 

66 

50 
40 

48 

65 60 

25 

18 

21 

19 

18 
14 

3 

14 

12 

17 

0 
9 

2 

8 

7 

7 
15 9 

3 9 
21 

10 
3 

5 

Unflagged Flagged MSF RED MSF AMBER MSF & PCR PCR only 

Very happy Quite happy 
Neither happy nor unhappy Quite unhappy 
Very unhappy 

“I received excellent service and 
don't think anything could have 

improved”  

79% of  Unflagged and 72% 
of  Flagged customers agreed 
with the statement ‘they did 

everything they could to help 
me switch my TV to digital’ 

% 
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Most Hard to Serve customers are happy with their experience 
and rate the Help Scheme highly against other service providers 

Putting Hard to Serve in context 

“Virgin are a nightmare. They left wires 
everywhere and left the manhole cover 
open. My youngest fell in and hurt her 
leg. They wouldn’t come out and fix it 

because it was the weekend. 
The Help Scheme was fab. They were 
polite and pleasant. You always knew 
what was happening when you came 

off  the phone. And at the end we had 
a call to check we were happy.” 

“He was on time. Very polite and 
courteous. He explained everything. 
He was so quick and very clean and 
tidy. Even though this bedroom is 
cluttered because I spend all my 

time here, he didn’t disturb 
anything.” 

“Of  all the services there are this was 
about the best. Everything from start 
to finish was very good. He was so 
clean and tidy – he left the room 

cleaner than how he found it! He was 
very sociable, a very nice lad. Thank 

goodness they gave us the help.” 
“We were very pleased. It was a reasonable price for 

what we got. We were treated well. The paperwork and 
phone calls were good and we had enough time.” 

He called to tell me he was running late – it’s 
very rare today and it makes a huge difference 
to someone who is living alone and disabled. 
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The Help Scheme is perceived to have real benefits for its 
different customers 

Putting Hard to Serve in context: case studies 

We didn’t know what we were going to do. The 
cost of  a digital aerial and a box was astronomical, 
even though we shopped around. Then we got the 

leaflet. It was a lifesaver. 

GOOD VALUE FOR MONEY HELP AND SUPPORT 

It was most helpful – him installing it and then 
having the helpline afterwards. I know I could have 
got the box half  price but I couldn’t have done it 

myself  – you need to be technical… I used to have 
three remotes and it was difficult – ridiculous! Now 

I just have one lovely remote. 
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We are therefore putting a magnifying glass on the more difficult 
areas of service delivery and a particular audience 

Putting Hard to Serve in context 

The following findings should 
be seen in the broader context 
of majority effectiveness and 

satisfaction:  

Remember Hard to Serve is the 
exception not the rule 
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Understanding the customer 
groups by flag 
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Introducing the different groups... 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

MSF Red only (1%): 

Must have a high ‘failure’ score (thought to 
be significant Help Scheme failures) 
More likely to have had multiple installation 
visits e.g. because of Help Scheme 
cancellations, difficulties with putting up 
aerials / dishes, cancellations, wrong or 
faulty equipment; or multiple aftercare 
interactions 

MSF Amber only (9%): 

Must have a moderate ‘failure’ score 
Likely to be more minor issues such as 
processing and timings of payment, 
customer rescheduling an appointment or 
aftercare interactions 

PCR only (2%): 

Flag applied by any member of Help 
Scheme at any stage who thinks that the 
customer may need more time and more 
care to be given for them to switch 
successfully because of their health, 
capability, confidence etc. 

MSF and PCR (1%): 

Customer is flagged PCR and scored as 
either MSF Amber or MSF Red 

Source: The Futures Company analysis of Help Scheme data, Hannington, Midhurst, Rowridge, Whitehawk Hill or 
associated relay transmitters, applications between 1 December 2011 and 31 March 2012  
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19 

39 

13 
10 

22 23 
15 17 

28 

16 
8 7 

17 
10 

15 
21 

17 
13 13 

5 
11 10 13 

2 
8 6 

10 

0 0 
8 

MSF Red MSF Amber MSF & PCR PCR 

2 

As we would expect , MSF customers were more likely to have 
had issues with the Help Scheme than PCR customers 

Even after they helped me I have been left with  
a poor TV signal on the TV they switched (eg  
freeze framing, black screen) 
They didn't take enough time to explain things to  
me and show me how things work 
They didn't complete my installation eg unable  
to put up aerial 
I found it difficult to understand when they  
communicated with me 

% 

0 

20 

40 

60 

0 

I had to wait longer than acceptable for things to  
be done 
The equipment they gave me didn't work 

I couldn't get an appointment on the day / time I  
wanted 
Problems with processing my payment 

Did you have any problems with any of the following when using the Help Scheme? 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

MSF Red Are more likely to have had 
problems with incomplete installation 

MSF Amber are more likely to have 
problems with poor TV signal after 

switchover 
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And there is a link between Help Scheme issues being flagged 
and customer stress around the switchover 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

% 
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UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

However, it is not as simple as  
MSF = Help Scheme driven Hard to Serve  

and  
PCR = Customer driven Hard to Serve  

There is more going on under the surface 
when we look at the profile of each group... 
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MSF Amber Profile: more confident and aware 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

MSF Amber are quite different to the other 3 groups 
– they are more capable and confident, more 

comfortable with technology and less likely to have 
health issues 

However, this is the group most likely to be having 
problems post-switch and needing help with after 
care. This may be because they are more aware 

when they have a problem and more likely to contact 
the Help Scheme about it than other groups  

MSF Amber 

Some of them have had very minor issues, some 
may not feel from their side that there were any 

issues at all 
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They are far more confident than the other groups and more open 
to change 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

MSF Amber 

% % 
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There are more technologically savvy customers in this group and 
they are less likely to have been analogue only households 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

MSF Amber 

% 
% 
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They are more likely to be still experiencing problems 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

% 

MSF Amber 

A significantly higher proportion than 
average ‘strongly agree’ that they are 
still experiencing problems. This may 
be because they are more likely to be 
aware that there are problems, and/or 

more likely to be confident that the 
problem is not them themselves 

39% of  MSF Amber agreed even after 
they helped me I have been left with a 

poor TV signal on the TV they switched 
(eg freeze framing, black screen) 
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MSF Red Profile: Not only help scheme driven 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

As we would expect, MSF Reds are the group to be 
unhappy with the service they received and most 
likely to say they found the switchover stressful 

MSF Red 

This is reflected in their customer journeys – they 
were most likely to have had issues with the 

installation visits, to complain about engineers, to 
have had problems with equipment etc. 

BUT: although Help Scheme factors account for 
some of the issues, there are also striking customer 

characteristics seen in this group  

This group over index on fear of change, fear of 
authority, mental health conditions, social and 

behavioural issues and learning and concentration 
difficulties 

This suggests that in some cases MSF Red is driven by a combination of  Help 
Scheme behaviour AND customer characteristics – not just Help Scheme actions 
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44% of  MSF Red have a 
long-term illness, health 

problem or disability (and 
44% ‘prefer not to say’) 

MSF Reds are more likely to experience mental health, learning/
concentration and/or social/behavioural issues 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

MSF Red 

Do any of these condition(s) or illnesses affect you in 
any of the following areas? (Base: All) 

% 
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They are more likely than other groups to experience anxiety 
around official bodies and be reluctant to ask for help 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

MSF Red 

% % 
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They are also more resistant to change than other groups and 
find technology difficult 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

MSF Red 

75% of  MSF Red say that ‘It’s not easy to 
understand new technology’. For both 
unflagged and any flagged customers this 

figure is 66% 

Only 66% of  MSF Red agree that ‘It’s 
important to keep learning new things 

throughout your life’ compared with 79% 
of  customers with any flag. 

% 
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PCR Profile: more vulnerable and more satisfied 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

PCR 

The PCR Flag does seem to be successfully  
identifying those who have characteristics which 

might make them harder to serve: 
they are more likely to have health issues, problems 
with managing administration, be on low incomes, 

and to be uncomfortable with technology 

The flag also seems to be making a difference: the 
PCR group are likely to be happy with the service 
they received from the Help Scheme and are less 

likely to have found the switchover stressful 

It is worth noting however that they are the group 
most likely to say that they had problems 

understanding what was being communicated to 
them. 
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They are more likely to be on low incomes and to have health 
issues 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: CUSTOMER 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

PCR 

63% of  PCR 
customers have 

long-term 
illnesses, health 

problems or 
disabilities 

40 41 39 36 37 

63 

60 59 61 64 63 

37 

Unflagged Flagged MSF RED MSF 
AMBER 

MSF & 
PCR 

PCR only 

£40 Free 
Eligibility 

% 
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As a result, they are more likely to struggle with day-to-day tasks 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: CUSTOMER 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

% 

3 3 
0 0 

20 

14 

5 
8 

2 
5 

33 

16 

Unflagged Flagged MSF Red MSF  
Amber MSF &  

PCR PCR 

Do you have any difficulty in everyday life 
with any of the following? 

Reading in English 
Writing in English 

% 

PCR 
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They are more comfortable asking for help 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

% 

PCR 

% 
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They are also the least likely to have found the switchover 
stressful, despite being most likely to find technology difficult 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

% % 

PCR 
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But, they are also the group most likely to say they experienced 
difficulty in understanding communications 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

Did you have any problems with any of the following when using the Help Scheme? 

% 

PCR 
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MSF & PCR Profile: the most satisfied and least stressed  

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

MSF & PCR 

Perhaps because having both flags means they are 
more likely to have been actively monitored, the MSF 
& PCR group are the most likely to be happy with the 
service they received from the Help Scheme and are 
the least likely to have found the switchover stressful 

The MSF & PCR group are the most likely to have a 
health condition and to suffer from multiple health 

issues 

They are similar in profile to the PCR only group: more 
likely than other customers to be resistant to change, 
unconfident with technology, to struggle with day-to-

day tasks and to be comfortable asking for help 

It’s important to note however that their characteristics 
may make them more likely to say they are satisfied 

even if there are issues 
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MSF & PCRs are the most likely to have a health condition and 
are more likely to have multiple health conditions 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

68% of  MSF & 
PCR customers 

have any long-term 
illnesses, health 

problems or 
disabilities 

Do any of these condition(s) or illnesses affect you in 
any of the following areas? (Base: All) 

% 

MSF & PCR 
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The MSF & PCR group are the most likely to be happy with the 
service they received from the Help Scheme 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

% 

MSF & PCR 
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% 

They are also the group least likely to have found the switchover 
stressful 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

% 

MSF & PCR 
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Summary 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

As we would expect, those who have an MSF flag are more likely to have had issues, 
to have lower customer satisfaction and to have found the switchover stressful   

The PCR flag is working well to pick up some of the most vulnerable customers and 
the extra care and attention given seems to contribute to higher satisfaction and 

lower customer stress 

The PCR flag is perhaps picking up the most visible / audible customer risk factors: 
health conditions that are easier to state, people that feel more comfortable asking 

for help etc. Those who are less easy to flag e.g. people with mental health 
conditions, may not be picked up until an issue arises 

Looking under the surface of the MSF Red flag, we therefore find that customer 
characteristics as well as Help Scheme actions drive some of the more problematic 
journeys, that may until now have been put down exclusively to Help Scheme failure 
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The drivers of Hard to Serve 

What is different about Hard to Serve customers? 
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The potential drivers of hard to serve are numerous and varied 

The drivers of Hard to Serve 

HELP SCHEME CONTEXT CUSTOMER 

• Lack of English language ability  
• Low literacy 
• Low confidence using technology 
• Low confidence / reluctance to use remote 
channels e.g. phone 
• Low income / resources to interact (e.g. no 
landline) 
• Confusion / short term memory problems / 
dementia 
• Learning difficulty 
• Mental health condition 
• Lack of support network 
• Chaotic life (e.g. caring responsibilities, 
family breakdown, irregular shift work) 
• Emotional difficulty (e.g. grief, divorce and 
separation) 
• Lack of organisation / time keeping / record 
keeping 
• Fear of authority (e.g. Help Scheme, 
‘government’, landlord) 
• Very high expectations / tendency to 
complain 
• Customer does not wish to alert service 
providers to access requirements 
• Customer moves house mid-journey 
• Customer has long hospital stay 
• Customer chooses wrong equipment for 
them (e.g. too complex) 

• Communication not clear 
• Slow admin / processing of payments 
• Appointment(s) missed 
• Faulty or incomplete installation 
• Demonstration not given / incomplete 
• Complaint not handled 
• Faulty equipment 

• Data mis-match between DWP and local 
authority (blind and partially sighted 
customers) 
• TV license proof needed 
• Eligibility proof needed 
• Difficult TV to switch 
• Difficult landlord / listed building / planning 
restrictions 
• Property difficult to find or access 
• Problematic to install aerial or satellite dish 
• Difficult location for transmitter coverage 
• Dormant installation location 
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Drivers of hard to serve often exist in combination 

The drivers of Hard to Serve 

In most cases, ‘Hard to Serve’ is a coming together of 
factors rather than a single issue 

It can be hard to separate customer driven issues from 
Help Scheme driven issues: the two are often interlinked 

A small issue or sequence of issues can have a bigger 
impact on customers who are predisposed to be ‘harder to 

serve’ 
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The most severe issues tend to be a combination of customer 
and Help Scheme 

The drivers of Hard to Serve 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

Mainly caused by problems with the Help Scheme 

Mainly caused by the customer's own problems 

A combination of both 

The customer claimed not to have experienced 
any difficulties during switchover 

Unflagged Flagged MSF RED MSF 
AMBER 

MSF & 
PCR 

PCR only 

Interviewers’ assessment of root cause 

7 17 18 18 17 16 4 
10 18 12 

3 5 
6 

16 12 18 
14 14 

83 
56 53 53 

66 65 

The telephone interviewers recorded their assessment of  the root 
cause of  any issues the customer experienced after the interview was 

complete: Help Scheme issues are present for all of 
the groups, but for MSF Red these are 

more likely to have been compounded by 
customer issues 
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CUSTOMER drivers  
of hard to serve 
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There are some challenges that exist across the customer base 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: CUSTOMER 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

56%  
Flagged 

I don’t like change 

67%  
MSF  
Red 

55%  
MSF  

Amber 

65%  
MSF &  
PCR 

56%  
PCR 

59%  
Unflagged 

MSF Amber are the least resistant to change 
though this still applies to the majority 

67%  
Flagged 

It's not easy to understand new 
technology 

74%  
MSF  
Red 

60%  
MSF  

Amber 

70%  
MSF &  
PCR 

66%  
Unflagged 

This is particularly the case for the PCR group 

91%  
PCR 

The majority of Help 
Scheme customers 

are resistant to 
change... 

...and also find 
technology difficult 

to understand 
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But there are some differences between harder to serve and other 
customers 

  Hard to Serve customers are more likely to... 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: CUSTOMER 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

Experience anxiety around authority  
(with the exception of MSR Amber customers) 

Find organisation and managing service 
interactions difficult  

(in particular those with PCR flags) 

Lack a support network 

Have health issues  
(in particular PCR customers) 

Find reading and writing in English difficult  
(in particular PCR customers) 
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Vulnerability and fear may not always be immediately easy to 
identify 

  Perhaps the most difficult challenge is the customer behaviour that attempts to disguise 
drivers of Hard to Serve: 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: CUSTOMER 

You need to explain a lot  if  you put the aerial 
in the loft not the roof  to some people. They 

think you’re pulling a fast one. 
Engineer 

She called me a liar. She didn’t want the new 
remote control – she wanted to use the old 

one. 
Engineer 

A lot of  customers won’t ask. It’s a balance, 
you can’t be patronising. You need to make 

them feel relaxed and reassure them – I 
always find out what they are expert in and 

show them I respect that.  
CSA 

It’s hard to say you don’t understand. I didn’t 
feel able to ask questions. That’s part him, 

and also part me. 
Customer 

Not wanting to ask for help Anger and challenge 

Can be due to pride, insecurity, not 
wanting to look stupid or vulnerable 

Can be a response to feeling 
threatened 
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Although every customer is different, there are some tangible 
indicators for CUSTOMER drivers of hard to serve 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: CUSTOMER 

Although individual factors can be hard to indentify by listening / looking, there are 
some proxies that help highlight where investment of care is likely to be beneficial 

FIRST TV TO SWITCH  
(proxy for fear of change, anxiety / lack of 
interest around technology, low income, 

low support network) 

MOTIVATION FOR USING THE HELP 
SCHEME IS FOR THE HELP RATHER 

THAN FOR GOOD DEAL  
(indicator of need for additional 

demonstration and aftercare) 

CASH PAYMENT 
(proxy for fear of change, low income) 

NOT USING / UNCOMFORTABLE USING 
THE PHONE 

(proxy for anxiety and other mental 
health conditions) 

Is it possible to use indicators to more comprehensively assign PCR flags? 
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In particular ‘the first TV to switch’ is a clear indicator and 
significant driver of MSF Red, MSF & PCR and PCR 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: CUSTOMER 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 
229 ( Sub-group samples in Notes) 

65 
53 

75 

42 

78 74 

35 
47 

25 

58 

23 26 

Unflagged Flagged MSF RED MSF 
AMBER 

MSF & 
PCR 

PCR only 

A first or only TV in the home to switch to digital 

A subsequent TV once another was already digital 

Q5. Did you use the Help Scheme for... 

They press 4, and then 4 again and then 
again and then they get channel 444. 
They need to learn a different action. 

Engineer 

New concept 

New to menus 

Different remote 
skills % 
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Thought starters for mitigating CUSTOMER drivers of Hard 
to Serve 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: HELP SCHEME 

IMPROVING THE CONSISTENCY OF EXISTING SHS DELIVERY 

QUICKER WINS: REBRIEFING AND TRAINING 

MORE SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT: PROCESS CHANGES 

Ensure that customer notes are consistently detailed enough for everyone who interacts with the 
customer to have a clear view of their needs  

Take proactive actions to reduce interactions by investing time early to save time later – e.g. 
double appointment time for 1st TV to switch 

Train all staff to look for indicators to more systematically flag people who may need more time 
and care 

Brief engineers to check that a customer has understood by getting them to repeat it back / do it 
themselves to pick up issues with those who don’t like to ask for help 

Remind staff that anger and confrontation can be a manifestation of anxiety and lack of 
confidence 
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HELP SCHEME drivers  
of hard to serve 
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Hard to serve customers are most likely to highlight issues with poor 
signal, demonstration, incomplete installation visits and communication 

Even after they helped me I have been left with  
a poor TV signal on the TV they switched (eg  
freeze framing, black screen) 
They didn't take enough time to explain things to  
me and show me how things work 
They didn't complete my installation eg unable  
to put up aerial 
I found it difficult to understand when they  
communicated with me 

I had to wait longer than acceptable for things to  
be done 
The equipment they gave me didn't work 

I couldn't get an appointment on the day / time I  
wanted 
Problems with processing my payment 

Did you have any problems with any of the following 
when using the Help Scheme? 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER GROUPS BY FLAG 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 
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Issues with accessing the service are more likely to have been 
experienced by Hard to Serve customers, but apply only to the minority 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: HELP SCHEME 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

11%  
Flagged 

I had to wait longer than acceptable 
for things to be done 

2%  
Unflagged 

11%  
Flagged 

When I contacted the Help Scheme 
they didn't always get back to me 

quickly enough 

3%  
Unflagged 

6%  
Flagged 

I had some problems getting through 
on the telephone 

0%  
Unflagged 

6%  
Flagged 

I couldn't get an appointment on the 
day / time I wanted 

2%  
Unflagged 
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Issues around installation and equipment are also highlighted 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: HELP SCHEME 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

14%  
Flagged 

The engineer didn't bring the right 
equipment the first time they came 

2%  
Unflagged 

14%  
Flagged 

I would have preferred to have 
received different equipment 

5%  
Unflagged 

8%  
Flagged 

The equipment I was given by the 
Help Scheme didn’t work 

2%  
Unflagged 

15%  
Flagged 

They didn't complete my installation eg 
unable to put up aerial (Yes) 

8%  
Unflagged 
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Hard to serve customers are more likely to still be experiencing 
problems 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: HELP SCHEME 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

27%  
Flagged 

I am still having problems 
 using my TV (for example:  losing 

channels, messages coming up on the 
screen, the screen freezing) 

19%  
MSF  
Red 

29%  
MSF  

Amber 

18%  
MSF &  
PCR 

28%  
PCR 

18%  
Unflagged 

The signal is not good and now I haven't got 
channels or reception as before. 

29%  
Flagged 

Even after they helped me I have been left 
with a poor TV signal on the TV they 

switched (eg freeze framing, black screen) - 
Yes 

19%  
MSF  
Red 

39%  
MSF  

Amber 

13%  
MSF &  
PCR 

10%  
PCR 

15%  
Unflagged 

MSF Amber customers are the most likely to have identified issues 

At the moment I'm having problems with freeze 
frames, poor signal and speech not lining up. 
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Hard to serve customers are more likely to highlight issues with 
the engineer manner and demonstration  

The drivers of Hard to Serve: HELP SCHEME 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

21%  
Flagged 

They didn't take enough time to 
explain things to me and show me how 

things work  

10%  
Unflagged 

8%  
Flagged 

I was happy with the way the engineer 
behaved in my home - DISAGREE 

16%  
MSF  
Red 

10%  
MSF  

Amber 

0%  
MSF &  
PCR 

2%  
PCR 

2%  
Unflagged 

MSF Red were the most unhappy with the 
engineers’ behaviour 

“He was in a rush to get off  for Christmas. He didn’t 
show me how it worked. The second time they came to 
do the aerial they gave me a list of  questions to sign. I 

said you haven’t shown me how to use it. They said 
we’ve got to go. They should have shown me how to 
do things but they assumed the first chap had done it. 

I’m not sure they knew how to show me.” 
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Hard to serve customers are more likely to have struggled with 
retuning 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: HELP SCHEME 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, n= 229 ( Sub-group 
samples in Notes) 

39%  
Flagged 

I wasn't sure what to do or where to 
get help eg retuning, getting channels 

to work 

20%  
Unflagged 

29%  
Flagged 

I found the retune difficult on the 
Switchover days 

11%  
Unflagged 

  Leave behind information about how 
to retune does not seem to be 
consistently implemented 
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Difficulties with aftercare were highlighted by some 

  Difficulty when the phone is in different room 
to TV (and not portable) 

  Difficulty standing / concentrating 

  Difficulty in getting down to reach plugs and 
switches 

  Difficulty in communicating which plug and 
which buttons without being able to point 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: HELP SCHEME 

“I called up for help with the freezing picture. They 
said we can take you through it on the phone. But I 

didn’t want to do that because it had been very wet and 
my arthritis was really bad and I couldn’t stand up to do 

it.” 

Hard to Serve customers may need 
more reassurance and reminders 

about aftercare (several talked 
about a having ‘guarantee’ for the 

equipment rather than 
understanding they have access to 

help and support) 

“I can't get BBC1, BBC2 or any 
freeview channels. I haven't rung 
anyone about this and don't know 

what to do”  
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Improving the consistency of leave-behind support  could reduce 
difficulty 

  Different engineers have different techniques 
including drawing diagrams and using 
stickers, but these memory and physical aids 
don’t seem to be used consistently 

  Aftercare stickers are not always present, or 
may not be easily visible because of the box 
position 

  The one-page picture guide is not always 
used 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: HELP SCHEME 

There are generic guides. One of  them is wrong. If  
the engineer sees they need extra help some of  them 

will do it. One of  them did coloured stickers 
CSA 

I’m not being funny, but the instructions for the 
Smart Talk box, for blind and partially sighted 

people, are in tiny print! 
Engineer 
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Some ‘behind the scenes’ issues were consistently raised 
by staff 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: HELP SCHEME 

SYSTEM ISSUES 
(time-outs, manual changes needing to 
be made by Business Support, difficulty 

doing change of options) 

JOINING UP ACROSS CONTRACTORS 
(different calendars used by different 

contractors, customer notes including 
PCR not flowing through to engineer 

PDAs) 

PROTOCOLS AND RED TAPE 
(proof of eligibility, time taken to process 

cheque / cash payments) 

CANCELLED / FAILED APPOINTMENTS 
(pressure at end of day, needing different 

equipment / team) 

Can anything else be done to improve joining up between systems and contractors? 
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Thought starters for mitigating HELP SCHEME drivers of Hard to 
Serve 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: HELP SCHEME 

IMPROVING THE CONSISTENCY OF EXISTING SHS DELIVERY 

QUICKER WINS: REBRIEFING AND TRAINING 

Ensure the aftercare number sticker is left behind and is visible, even for those with limited 
mobility. Consistently ask people where they would like the sticker. 

Ensure the leave-behind visual guide to the remote is consistently used and annotated 

Refresh CSA training around possible customer difficulties with aftercare by phone and when a 
customer may need face-to-face support 

Refresh engineer training around demonstration and communication   
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Thought starters for mitigating HELP SCHEME drivers of Hard to 
Serve 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: HELP SCHEME 

MORE SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT: PROCESS CHANGES 

Provide an additional aftercare reminder e.g. card to put on fridge 

Provide a simple kit for engineers to customise remotes (e.g. with stickers) and a tailored one 
page large-print visual leave behind for a) general operating instructions and b) retune 

instructions 

Provide more follow up and face-to-face support after the installation for those who need it (e.g. 
follow up call for all flagged customers, a buddy system to help with retunes)  

Consider booking an appointment on the first call before payment is processed (e.g. In 3 weeks 
time) and then rebook/cancel for the small number of cases where payment does not go through, 

to reduce the number of contacts for most cheque / cash paying customers 
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CONTEXTUAL drivers  
of hard to serve 
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Some contextual factors out of the Help Scheme’s control have 
an impact on Hard to Serve 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: CONTEXT 

DORMANT INSTALLATIONS 
(not possible to do full demonstration for 
customer making use of equipment and 

retuning post-switch a challenge for 
some) 

PROPERTY ISSUES 
(height, access and health and safety, 

landlord and other planning permissions, 
parking, property hard to find) 

SIGNAL ISSUES / PROBLEM LOCATIONS 

DATA ISSUES 
(inconsistencies between local authority 

and DWP data, TV licensing issues, 
problem postcodes e.g. new build) 

WEATHER AND LIGHT 
(shortened winter days limiting access 

for aerial and satellite installation, 
interference from storms) 
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Thought starters for mitigating CONTEXTUAL drivers of Hard to 
Serve 

The drivers of Hard to Serve: HELP SCHEME 

IMPROVING THE CONSISTENCY OF EXISTING SHS DELIVERY 

QUICKER WINS: REBRIEFING AND TRAINING 

MORE SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT: PROCESS CHANGES 

For Harder to Serve customers who experience a dormant install, a systematic follow up on or 
soon after the retune days could reduce the need for multiple aftercare interactions 

Can any more information about the property be collected in advance to help predict the team, 
equipment and time that are needed? 

Ensure engineer teams consistently have all the equipment they need to deal with different kinds 
of installations so a repeat visit is not needed 
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Nominees 
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There are different types of nominees and the involvement they 
have in the customer journey varies greatly 

Nominees 

PARTNERSHIP ACTING FOR THEM AD HOC / ONE OFF HELP 

Mark is a 50 yr old financial advisor. He is a 
family friend of Jean, an 80 yr old widow. 
He pops in to see Jean occasionally and 
when he was there recently she asked him 
to speak to the HS for her. He did so and 
then followed up again to remind her to 
send the payment in. As far as he is 
concerned it all went smoothly – he wasn’t 
present at the installation and hasn’t 
discussed it with Jean since. Jean has in 
fact had 14 interactions and has struggled 
with the re-tune. 

Elsie (73) and Cedric (85) have been 
married for 50 years. Cedric was always the 
technical one – he did lots of DIY around 
the house and dealt with any issues with 
equipment – but is not able to do much any 
more because he has a long-term 
degenerative condition and is on permanent 
oxygen.  
Elsie is good at admin and organising 
things and handled most of the interactions 
with the Help Scheme. But she’s very 
anxious about technology and doesn’t have 
the confidence to ‘touch the TV’. On days 
when Cedric has been well enough he can 
do the retuning, but when he wasn’t well 
she called the Scheme and struggled to do 
it by phone. 

George, who is 92, has lived in the same 
house for many years and knows all his 
neighbours. He is very interested in 
technology and enjoys getting things to 
work properly and trying new gadgets. He 
was concerned about two of his elderly 
neighbours during switchover and so acted 
on their behalf with the Help Scheme – 
filling out the forms, sorting out payment, 
making phone calls and being with them for 
engineer visits. He has also taken time to 
do their retunes and explain to them 
repeatedly how things work when they 
forget or get confused. 

More engaged and aware Less engaged and aware 

•  May perform only one task or interaction 
•  May not see themselves as a ‘nominee’ 

and may not feel they have permission 
to intervene or act on customers’ behalf 

•  May share tasks and interactions with 
customer 

•  May divide interactions based on 
strengths and weaknesses 

•  Handle every interaction and want to be 
present at every step of the journey 

•  Make decisions and act on behalf of 
customer  
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Nominees are themselves likely to have health issues 

Nominees 

Source: The Futures Company Hard to Serve Telephone Survey May 2012, Nominees n= 
68( Sub-group samples in Notes) 

22% of Nominees themselves have long term illnesses, 
health problems or disabilities (and 31% preferred not 

to answer the question) 

20% are limited in 
their own activities 

% 

10 
10 

49 

31 

N4b Do any of your condition(s) or illnesses limit your activities in any way? 
Base: Those who have a long-term illness, health problem, or disability) 

Prefer not to say 
No, not at all 
Yes a little 
Yes, a lot 
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Thought starters for managing nominees to reduce Hard to Serve 

Nominees 

IMPROVING THE CONSISTENCY OF EXISTING SHS DELIVERY 

QUICKER WINS: REBRIEFING AND TRAINING 

MORE SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT: PROCESS CHANGES 

Consider allowing more than one nominee in particular cases: 
• Supporter + paid carer 
• Two parents of a child 

• Financial and admin skilled vs. Technical skilled 

Brief CSAs to check what relationship the nominee has with the customer and how involved they 
will be 

Consistently check with a nominee if multiple aftercare contacts from the customer arise, to see if 
there is anything the nominee can advise or do to help 

Remind all staff to beware assumptions about a nominee’s capability – it may be a case of ‘needs 
must’ rather than ‘suited to the job’ 
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Final thoughts and 
observations 
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A small number of Hard to Serve customers are struggling in 
silence 

  The flags have worked well to pick up many issues 

  But there are a small number of underlying 
problems that are not being picked up 

  We found some customers still struggling who were 
not in contact with the Help scheme: 

  Lack of confidence 

  Reluctance to complain 

  Not realising there is something wrong 

  Not realising that the Help Scheme may 
be able to help 

  Putting up with issues 

Outstanding issues 

“I’m wary of  complaining. He must find out, he might lose 
his job – he would blame me. He has my phone number… he 

could come to the house…”  
MSF Red 

Could some of these hidden 
issues be picked up by a post 

DSO2 follow up  
(e.g. An ‘Are you ok’? letter / 

postcard)? 
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And some are suffering by being just ‘outside the box’ 

Outstanding issues 

Two groups are on the fringe: 
  Those who are left a ‘box in a box’ 
  Those who have a TV that is too old  

Is there a better way of 
helping those on very low 
incomes with anxiety to 

deal with old TVs? 

What difference would a 
retune only offer have 

made? 

Would the Help Scheme be 
a better solution for some 

of those customers the 
engineer finds are ‘already 

digital’? 
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Summary and conclusions 
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Customer characteristics do have a role to play in making 
customers ‘hard to serve’ 

While there are some common challenges across the breadth of your 
customer base, Hard to Serve customers are more likely to have some 
characteristics that make a smooth journey more difficult to achieve 

PCF works well, using visible indicators of risk,  to identify some of this 
Hard to Serve group and these customers tend to come through the 

customer journey with the lowest level of stress and highest levels of 
satisfaction 

There are others however who do not trigger a PCR flag but have 
characteristics which can make them harder to serve - these tend to 

include less visible characteristics such as fear of change, mental health 
conditions, social and behavioural issues and learning and concentration 

difficulties 

This is most clearly demonstrated by the profile of MSF Red customers 
suggesting that their stressful switchover experience is driven by  a 

combination of Help Scheme behaviour AND customer characteristics – 
rather than just Help Scheme actions  
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While some drivers of Hard to Serve are therefore inevitable there 
is opportunity to reduce the impact they can have 

ENSURING THE CONSISTENCY OF 
EXISTING SHS DELIVERY 

Ensure that customer notes are 
consistently detailed enough for 
everyone who interacts with the 

customer to have a clear view of their 
needs  

Ensure the aftercare number sticker 
is left behind and is visible, even for 

those with limited mobility. 
Consistently ask people where they 

would like the sticker. 

Ensure the leave-behind visual guide 
to the remote is consistently used and 

annotated. 

Ensure engineer teams consistently 
have all the equipment they need to 

deal with different kinds of 
installations so a repeat visit is not 

needed. 
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While some drivers of Hard to Serve are therefore inevitable there 
is opportunity to reduce the impact they can have 

ENSURING THE CONSISTENCY OF 
EXISTING SHS DELIVERY 

QUICK WINS: REBRIEFING AND 
TRAINING 

Ensure that customer notes are 
consistently detailed enough for 
everyone who interacts with the 

customer to have a clear view of their 
needs  

Ensure the aftercare number sticker 
is left behind and is visible, even for 

those with limited mobility. 
Consistently ask people where they 

would like the sticker. 

Train all staff to look for indicators to 
more systematically flag people who 

may need more time and care. 

Brief engineers to check customer 
understanding by getting them to 

repeat it back / do it themselves to 
pick up issues with those who don’t 

like to ask for help. 

Remind staff that anger and 
confrontation can be a manifestation 

of anxiety and lack of confidence. 

Ensure the leave-behind visual guide 
to the remote is consistently used and 

annotated. 

Refresh engineer training around 
demonstration and communication.  

Refresh CSA training around possible 
customer difficulties with aftercare by 

phone and when a customer may 
need face-to-face support. 

Ensure engineer teams consistently 
have all the equipment they need to 

deal with different kinds of 
installations so a repeat visit is not 

needed. 

Can any more information about the 
property be collected in advance to 

help predict the team, equipment and 
time that are needed? 
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While some drivers of Hard to Serve are therefore inevitable there 
is opportunity to reduce the impact they can have 

ENSURING THE CONSISTENCY OF 
EXISTING SHS DELIVERY 

QUICK WINS: REBRIEFING AND 
TRAINING 

MORE SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT: 
PROCESS CHANGES 

Ensure that customer notes are 
consistently detailed enough for 
everyone who interacts with the 

customer to have a clear view of their 
needs  

Ensure the aftercare number sticker 
is left behind and is visible, even for 

those with limited mobility. 
Consistently ask people where they 

would like the sticker. 

Train all staff to look for indicators to 
more systematically flag people who 

may need more time and care. 

Brief engineers to check customer 
understanding by getting them to 

repeat it back / do it themselves to 
pick up issues with those who don’t 

like to ask for help. 

Remind staff that anger and 
confrontation can be a manifestation 

of anxiety and lack of confidence. 

Take proactive actions to reduce 
interactions by investing time early to 

save time later – e.g. double 
appointment time for 1st TV to switch. 

Ensure the leave-behind visual guide 
to the remote is consistently used and 

annotated. 

Refresh engineer training around 
demonstration and communication.  

Refresh CSA training around possible 
customer difficulties with aftercare by 

phone and when a customer may 
need face-to-face support. 

Provide an additional aftercare 
reminder e.g. card to put on fridge. 

Provide a simple kit for engineers to 
customise remotes (e.g. with stickers) 

and a tailored one page large-print 
visual leave behind for a) general 

operating instructions and b) retune 
instructions. 

Provide more follow up and face-to-
face support after the installation for 
those who need it (e.g. follow up call 

for all flagged customers, a buddy 
system to help with retunes).  

Ensure engineer teams consistently 
have all the equipment they need to 

deal with different kinds of 
installations so a repeat visit is not 

needed. 

Can any more information about the 
property be collected in advance to 

help predict the team, equipment and 
time that are needed? 

Consider booking an appointment on 
the first call before payment is 

processed (e.g. In 3 weeks time) and 
then rebook/cancel for the small 
number of cases where payment 

does not go through, to reduce the 
number of contacts for most cheque / 

cash paying customers. 



www.thefuturescompany.com 
www.twitter.com/futuresco 
www.linkedin.com/company/the-futures-company 
www.facebook.com/futuresco 

Thank you 
Gill O’Hanlon, Director 
gill.ohanlon@thefuturescompany.com / 020 7955 1855 

Jo Phillips, Associate Director 
jo.phillips@thefuturescompany.com / 020 7955 1868 

Janice Clark, Associate Director 
janice.clark@thefuturescompany.com / 020 7955 1811 
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Quality Assurance 
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Our quality policy 

  We are accredited to ISO 20252 Quality Assurance. We adhere strictly to the Data Protection 
Act and MRS Code of Conduct.  

   A Project Director leads the project and delivers agreed outputs. A dedicated Project 
Manager is responsible for day-to-day management. They are both highly visible throughout 
the project. 

   Additional processes ensuring quality are: 

  Internal reviews ensure the project is on track and delivery is according to agreed terms 

  Updated risk/issue logs and project progress reports to client 

  Use of senior ‘Project Advisors’ to ensure expertise are fully applied 

  Formal review meetings with client core team are structured into the detailed project plan; and regular 
update meetings capture issues as they arise. For reasons of efficiency, update meetings are often 
conference calls 

  End-of-project reviews capture learning to carry into future engagements 

  Fixed-cost terms ensure financial aspects are de-risked. Any changes in scope or costs will be 
discussed and agreed between client and The Futures Company 
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Quality statement – qualitative research 

Project Specifications 
Number of participants 20 (+ carers and supporters) 

Method of recruitment Telephone from DSHS list 

Length of research sessions proposed Face-to-face customer depths: 60-90 minutes 

Type of venue to be used In home 

Verbatim comments Included in the report 

Length of time since participants last took 
part in research 

N/A 

Availability of research records Qualitative: audio recorded where possible 

Translation of research documents N/A 
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Quality statement – quantitative research 

Questionnaire 
content 

Customer personal circumstances and experiences around switchover; use and satisfaction with 
different aspects of the service provided by the Help Scheme; open-ended questions about areas of 
difficulty; personal profile and attitudes; demographics, health problems and limitations for 
customers and nominees; interviewer’s assessment of where key issues occurred  

Questionnaire length 15-20 minutes 

Name of the 
research provider 

The Futures Company 

Name of the 
research consultancy 

The Futures Company 

Sampling method From DSHS list,  

Response rate N/A 

Incentives N/A 

Number of 
interviewers 

2 

Sample size 229 

Boost information N/A 

Research 
methodology 

Telephone interview 

Fieldwork dates 4th-16th May 2012 

Weighting details Weights calculated to provide summary measures for flagged customers 

Weighting efficiency 46% 


